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On 30, November 2023 from 11 AM to 5 PM, Kargil Campus University of Ladakh under the 

guidance of Madam Kaneez Fatima, a one day Winter Cloth Donation was organized by NSS Unit, 

Kargil campus. Our Theme was “SOMETHING NOT USEFUL TO YOU, MAY BE A NEED TO 

SOMEONE ELSE”. The purpose of this donation drive was to provide essential winter clothes to 

those in need and fostering a sense of community support. Clothes were donated by faculty 

members of different department and students of Kargil campus, University of Ladakh. All the 

donated clothes were collected in the donation box of NSS unit Kargil campus, which were later 

sorted into different size, type, wearable and then ironed by the NSS Volunteers. The clothes were 

categorized into Women wear, Men wear and Kids wear and were later packed into 16 carton 

boxes. The collected clothes donation drive was conducted/initiated under the leadership of Miss 

Sonam Angmo, NSS Co-Coordinator, with the support and cooperation of other faculty members 

and NSS volunteers. Dr. Jigmet Norboo and Dr. Kacho Amir Khan of Geography Department and 

Ms. Kanika of Anthropology Department accompanied the donation campaign drive.  

Around 30 students of NSS volunteers have participated in the donation drive. For donation drive 

three village from Barsoo Block of Kargil were identified and clothes were distributed in these 

three village i.e Barto, Taiket and Karchey Khar. Clothes were donated in consultation with the 

respective village heads as to make sure that the collected clothes are reached to the needy people 

in the villages. This drive brought smiles on many faces in the villages and every one participated 

enthusiastically. Around sevens carton boxes of winter clothes were donated at Barto village and 

clothes were distributed to elderly, children and adults. Three carton of clothes were donated at 

Taiket villages and rest of the cloth boxes were donated at Karchey Khar village. The clothes 

which we just ignore or throw away may provide comfort to needy people, we just tried to do our 

bid to save them from the freezing cold.. Moreover, NSS volunteers played a role model to inspire 

other fellow students. 

The activity was great success because of zeal, proactive, enthusiastic and cooperation from NSS 

volunteer and participated faculty members of university and also under the supports of 

Coordinator Dr Mehboob Ali, Coordinator, NSS unit Kargil campus. 
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